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Total returns

Performance review

• The S&P/ASX Small Ordinaries Accumulation Index 
finished down 0.35% for the June quarter, with losses 
in Consumer Discretionary and Energy, outweighing 
gains in other sectors such as Industrials and 
Information Technology.

• The Ralton Smaller Companies portfolio delivered 
a positive return of 1.09% for the quarter, 
outperforming the benchmark by 1.44%.

• Stock selection within Health Care and Materials 
added value to the portfolio, offset by the 
performance of our Consumer Staples stocks which, 
when combined, detracted value.

Performance attribution

Key contributors

Key contributors Positioning
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Corp Ltd Overweight
Evolution Mining Limited Overweight
Ainsworth Game Technology Limited Overweight

Fisher and Paykel (FPH, +22.7%) – a strong profit result 
for the FY17 financial year, including a near 20% growth 
in profit to shareholders, was well received by investors. 
These profit figures were somewhat dampened by 
unusually high legal costs, as FPH seeks to rigorously 
defend its intellectual property in the courts. We expect 
such costs to mean revert to lower levels in the medium 
term. Both key operating divisions again reported solid 
revenue growth, suggesting ongoing market share gains 
for the OSA (obstructive sleep apnoea) division and 
further penetration of various hospital-based treatments 
for the RAC (respiratory) division. In the medium term, 
ongoing growth and penetration of hospital-based oxygen 
treatments, the recent in-sourcing of FPH’s US sales force 
and expanded manufacturing capacity in lower-cost 
jurisdictions should all contribute to future profit growth. 
Further over the horizon, we have a positive view on 
FPH’s use of various oxygen-based treatments in COPD 
(Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disorder) in the home 
setting which aim to reduce complications and costs. 

At 30 June 2017 1 mth % 3 mths % 6 mths % 1 yr % 3 yrs % p.a. 5 yrs % p.a. 7 yrs % p.a. 
Inception % 

p.a. (Feb 2008) 

Ralton Smaller Companies -0.51 1.09 4.02 15.20 12.53 16.45 13.99 8.37

Income return 0.17 0.28 1.27 2.76 3.01 3.44 3.68 3.81

Growth return -0.67 0.81 2.75 12.44 9.52 13.01 10.30 4.56

S&P/ASX Small Ord Accum. Index 1.99 -0.35 1.11 7.01 7.13 5.66 3.92 -0.21

Difference -2.50 1.43 2.91 8.18 5.40 10.79 10.06 8.58

Evidence for the use of FPH’s technology in these areas is 
building, but we do not expect material contribution to 
sales in the short term.

Evolution Mining (EVN, +14.8%) – shares in gold miner, 
EVN, added value to the portfolio, despite the gold price 
remaining largely flat across the quarter. A recent site 
tour of EVN’s Ernest Henry asset highlighted the quality 
of the asset and the opportunity for extensions to its 
mine life. The mine output contains material copper 
levels, which means after adjusting for copper credits, 
the ‘all-in sustaining cost’ per ounce of gold produced is 
negative US$114. EVN has a strong capital position and 
has low cost mines within the first and second quartile of 
global production costs. The falling Australian dollar has 
been beneficial to Australian gold miners as gold is sold 
in US dollars while the bulk of costs are Australian-dollar 
denominated. We expect EVN to participate in further 
industry consolidation as it arises.

Ainsworth Game Technology (AGI, +17.4%) – shares 
rallied for the quarter, reflecting investors’ improving 
views on the company’s near-term profit outlook. 
Although there was no company-specific news update 
during the quarter, peer gaming company Aristocrat 
Leisure’s (ALL) half-year profit results were likely a fair 
guide to AGI’s outlook. Although ALL’s group results 
were very strong, the one area where profits appear to 
have plateaued was Australia. This suggests Aristocrat is 
reaching a ‘natural ceiling’ in market share in Australia. 
Supportive industry feedback further suggests that AGI is 
gaining traction in the US with recent product launches, 
and it appears investors are beginning to believe in 
AGI’s operational turnaround. This remains subject to 
execution, which we continue to monitor.

Key detractors

Key detractors Positioning
MG Unit Trust Overweight
Vita Group Ltd Overweight
Beach Energy Limited Overweight

Vita Group (VTG) – shares in telecommunications retailer 
VTG fell heavily across the quarter as uncertainty over the 
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Telstra (TLS) reseller license weighed on the share price. 
Having seen the contract renegotiated in late 2016, press 
speculation persisted over whether Telstra is considering 
further changes to the contract which may include a 
material reduction in its retail store footprint with VTG. 
The speculation appeared somewhat beyond the regular 
course of doing business for VTG and TLS. This uncertainty 
around the future of this critical relationship prompted 
us to sell our holding in VTG in April. Subsequent to our 
sale of VTG, the company announced that TLS intends to 
reduce remuneration paid to VTG by approximately 10% 
per annum over 3 years.  Although the terms are yet to be 
confirmed, a change of such a scale will be highly material 
to VTG’s future profits. As such, our exit appears to have 
been reasonably well timed.

MG Unit Trust (MGC) – the decision by MGC’s new 
board and management to engage in a strategic review 
was the final straw for our investment thesis.  We have 
maintained faith in the options available to MGC and the 
potential to sell milk products into higher value segments 
and in so doing grow the profit pool for farmers and 
shareholders alike.  We felt that the new management 
team was well credentialed, capable of right-sizing 
the group and delivering on the overarching strategy.  
However, the strategic review opens up a can of worms in 
terms of future structure and in particular, the allocation 
of profits amongst the farmers and regular unit holders.  
With this uncertainty we no longer felt comfortable 
holding the stock and elected to crystallise a loss during 
the current financial year.   Once we have clarity around 
the outcome of the strategic review we will reconsider 
this viewpoint. 

Beach Energy Limited (BPT, -28.1%) –  a falling oil price 
together with the spectre of a material capital raise to 
fund acquisitions weighed heavily on BPT shares during 
the quarter.  BPT is likely interested in acquiring part or 
all of ‘Lattice Energy,’ the upstream oil and gas assets 
that Origin Energy (ORG) is looking to either IPO or trade 
sale.  At a likely price of $1.5bn, this would be a material 
transaction for BPT, although its major shareholders 
would likely be supportive. In the absence of such a 
transaction, BPT’s strategy will remain unchanged. After 
the merger with Drillsearch in 2015, BPT has continued 
to simplify its business and prioritise its drilling program.  
Under CEO Matt Kay, who has been in the role since 
July 2016, the company is entering the execution phase. 
Recent milestones include sale of non-core assets and 
gas tenements, delivery of $40m in synergies from the 
Drillsearch merger and progress on improving drilling 
techniques, productivity and costs. Moving forward, 
BPT remains focused on its core assets in the Cooper 
and Eromanga basins and proving up reserves for future 
production.

Portfolio changes

Key additions and material adjustments

We added several new stocks to the portfolio with each 
discussed in turn. 

Bought
Infigen Energy (IFN) 
Hotel Property Investments (HPI)
Ingham’s Group (ING)

Infigen Energy (IFN) – renewable energy producer IFN 
owns a series of wind farms in Australia, producing 
around 1500 MW of power for Australian homes and 
businesses annually. The wind farms are well established, 
meaning wind patterns tend to be fairly predictable, 
and hence, electricity generation is reliable. High debt 
levels and restrictive cash flows relating to an aggressive 
financing package from GFC times have meant zero 
corporate flexibility for IFN. Balance sheet quality has 
recently improved, driven by strong energy prices, 
increasing cash flows and an equity raising to support 
future wind farm developments. We now expect IFN 
will be able to achieve two key milestones in the near 
term: first, enter development and construction for a 
new wind farm in Bodangora, utilising the funds recently 
raised and supported by project finance for the farm, and 
second, refinance corporate debt as cash flows allow a 
more sensible debt package and interest rate. We expect 
growth from new projects and interest savings from the 
debt refinance to drive solid profit growth for IFN and 
allow it to strike a more normal balance between capital 
strategy around operating assets, funding new projects 
and dividend payments to shareholders.  

Hotel Property Investments (HPI) – HPI is essentially 
the landlord for Coles’ Queensland and South Australian 
pubs and bottle shops, and also has a very small exposure 
to adjacent specialty retailers on the same sites. HPI 
has attractive lease structures with Coles, who is a well-
rated tenant. We believe this should provide for stable 
rent profile, which in turn supports a healthy and likely 
growing dividend yield for the stock. 

Ingham’s Group (ING) – we also purchased a small 
position in poultry provider, Ingham’s. As Australia’s 
largest poultry supplier with operations spread across 
the country, Ingham’s is a household name. Long a family 
owned and managed business, ING recently listed on 
the public markets. The company culture and strategy 
is morphing from these family roots toward a modern, 
efficient fast-moving consumer goods company. The 
company has a well-respected CEO and has established 
clear targets around productivity and profit objectives 
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across a range of business areas. These targets appear 
attainable, which is important as they form part of the 
prospectus figures. Beyond the initial phase, we expect 
ING has considerable scope to improve profits, margins 
and cash flows. As one of the dominant suppliers of 
poultry in Australia, including the key supermarkets, we 
believe ING has reasonable power against its customers 
and draw some parallels to Tassal Group (TGR) where 
supply constraints, breeding cycles and quarantine 
all provided protection against competition. BBQ 
chickens are one of the key suppliers of foot traffic into 
supermarkets and hence the Coles and Woolworths of 
this world need ING’s chickens.

Key disposals and material adjustments

Outright stock sales for the quarter are highlighted below.

Sold
NewsCorp (NWS) 
AUB Group (AUB) 
Village Roadshow (VRL)
Independence Group (IGO)
Virtus Group (VRT) 
Vita Group Limited (VTG)
MG Unit Trust (MGC)

NewsCorp (NWS) - has continued to deliver a mixed 
set of results over recent years. NewsCorp’s digital 
assets in both Australia and the US continue to advance, 
growing their markets and profits in turn. Part of the 
book publishing assets has successfully transitioned 
to an online offering, which has been performing well. 
However, the newspaper businesses continue to struggle, 
particularly in recent times. The ongoing deterioration of 
Foxtel has further impacted the valuation. With intense 
structural pressure limiting the upside to the overall NWS 
valuation, we elected to sell our position. 

We exited our remaining position in AUB Group (AUB) in 
April, one of the portfolio’s long-held investments. The 
share price rallied strongly in recent periods, reflecting 
expectations of rising premiums in the Australian SME 
insurance market. Our research indicates that the 
cycle for SME pricing has turned, driven by the lack of 
profitability in several key insurance lines. This is an 
attractive point in the cycle for insurance brokers as 
they take commissions on the rising premiums upfront 
(as opposed to insurance companies which earn the 
premium over time). AUB’s network of insurance 
brokers is heavily weighted to the SME segment and 
hence leveraged to rising premiums. With the share 
price trading around fair value and already reflecting 
the benefits of future rate rises, we elected to sell our 
holding. We retain an exposure to this thematic via our 
holding in Steadfast Group (SDF). 

Similarly, we exited our long held position in Village 
Roadshow (VRL). The net $160m after tax proceeds from 
the recent sale of VRL’s Golden Village Singapore assets 
to its 50% partner, mm2 Asia, was a clear boost for VRL’s 
balance sheet and led to a rally in the shares.  However, 
VRL’s two largest divisions, Cinema Exhibition and Theme 
Parks, both continue to face headwinds. Theme parks in 
particular have been impacted by the tragic accident at 
Ardent Leisure’s Dreamworld which has reduced visitation 
across both parks.  With falling earnings and reasonable 
capex requirements ahead in order to maintain consumer 
interest, combined with a challenging period ahead until 
patronage improves, we felt that better opportunities 
existed outside VRL.

We reduced our mining exposure with the sale of base 
metals producer Independence Group (IGO). IGO’s most 
valuable mine is the Nova-Bollinger nickel mine in WA. 
Nova-Bollinger is a first-class nickel asset and production 
costs are expected to be in the bottom quartile of global 
producers. Despite recent teething issues as the mine 
heads toward full commercial production, we expect 
management is largely on top of the issues and that 
FY18 should be a positive year for mine operation and 
production. Despite progress at the mine, nickel supply 
concerns and excess inventories in the nickel market 
continue to weigh heavily on the stock. Our expectations 
had been that various production shutdowns, including 
mine closures in the Philippines and export bans in 
Indonesia would ease the global inventory glut and prices 
should begin to rise. Recent weakening of these measures 
in both countries, including allowable selective exports 
from Indonesia, have suggested nickel pricing softness 
may continue in the coming periods. On this basis, we 
elected to exit our holding in IGO, however the quality 
of Nova’s core assets remains and should our confidence 
around the fundamentals of the nickel market improve, 
we would look to revisit the name. 

Finally, we sold our position in Virtus Group (VRT) during 
May, taking advantage of recent share price strength. 
Competition, the nuances of the economic cycle and local 
geographical factors across VRT’s IVF clinics have created 
greater earnings volatility than we had expected. With 
recent IVF data for most Australian states ticking up and 
the VRT share price moving higher, we elected to exit this 
position for now, with a view to revisiting at a later date. 

We discussed the exit of MG Unit Trust (MGC) and Vita 
Group (VTG) earlier. 
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$ Ralton Smaller Companies $ S&P/ASX Small Ord Acc Index

Performance comparison of $20,000*
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Sector allocation

GICS sector Ralton Index +/-
Health Care 16.8% 6.8% 10.0%
Materials 20.8% 16.3% 4.5%
Telecommunication Services 6.3% 2.0% 4.3%
Utilities 2.0% 0.6% 1.4%
Consumer Staples 10.1% 9.3% 0.8%
Financials 7.5% 7.5% 0.0%
Energy 5.4% 5.6% -0.3%
Information Technology 6.0% 6.5% -0.5%
Industrials 8.8% 9.6% -0.8%
Real Estate 4.9% 14.4% -9.5%
Consumer Discretionary 11.5% 21.4% -9.9%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 0.0%

 
Top 10 holdings#

Company name ASX code
Fisher & Paykel Healthcare Corp Ltd FPH
Nextdc Ltd NXT
Japara Healthcare Ltd JHC
Ainsworth Game Technology Ltd AGI
Worleyparsons Limited WOR
Tassal Group Limited TGR
iSelect Ltd ISU
Evolution Mining Ltd EVN
Pact Group Holdings Ltd PGH
Fletcher Building Limited (Australia) FBU
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Performance of the Ralton Wholesale Smaller Companies Model Portfolio is based on a model portfolio and is gross of investment management and 
administration fees, but net of transaction costs. The total return performance figures quoted are historical and do not allow the effects of income tax or 
inflation. Total returns assume the reinvestment of all portfolio income. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
 
*The performance comparison of $20,000 over 5 years is for illustrative purposes only. Performance is calculated on a gross basis. Actual performance will 
vary depending on the amount of fees charged by the relevant platform that a client uses to implement the portfolio. The comparison with the S&P/ASX 
300 Accumulation Index is for comparative purposes only. Index returns do not allow for transaction, management, operational or tax costs. An index is not 
managed and investors cannot invest directly an in index. There is no guarantee these objectives will be met. 

 #Portfolio holdings may not be representative of current or future recommendations for the portfolio. The securities listed may not represent all of the 
recommended portfolio’s holdings. Future recommended portfolio holdings may not be profitable. 

 This document is for general information only and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of 
any specific reader. As such, before acting on any information contained in this document, readers should consider whether the information is suitable for 
their needs. This may involve seeking advice from a qualified financial adviser. Ralton Asset Management (AFSL 298210, ABN 45 114 924 382) (Ralton) is the 
provider of the Ralton Wholesale Smaller Companies Model Portfolio. To subscribe, contact Copia Investment Partners Ltd (AFSL 229316, ABN 22 092 872 056) 
(Copia) by calling 1800 442 129 or email clientservices@copiapartners.com.au. Any opinions or recommendations contained in this document are subject to 
change without notice. Ralton and Copia are under no obligation to update or keep information contained in this document current.  
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Angela Vincent State Manager, Northern Region 0477 347 260 | avincent@copiapartners.com.au
Sean Paul McGoldrick Account Manager, Northern Region 0421 050 370 | spmcgoldrick@copiapartners.com.au
Iain Mason Director, Institutional Business 0412 137 424 | imason@copiapartners.com.au
Jacinta King Business Development Associate 0413 962 922 | jking@copiapartners.com.au


